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Abstract
While smart home devices have the potential to improve people’s lives by providing increased safety, security, and comfort, they
also pose unprecedented privacy risks by having access to highly privileged aspects of people’s lives. Already a complex concept,
privacy is made more challenging in the smart home because devices are often designed to channel data to ad networks and other
third parties unbeknownst to their users. In this paper, we propose a way to start to make smart home IoT devices accountable for
their data collection, disclosure, and use practices by introducing the concept of a privacy-empowering network disaggregator.
This disaggregator actively monitors and analyses all network traffic passing into and out of the home, helping to build a visual
atlas that helps end-users understand such practices. We then describe the design and implementation of the first such privacy
disaggregator, IoT Refine, demonstrating the feasibility and the potential for this approach towards addressing the privacy problem.

1 Introduction

Privacy has been widely recognised as one of the biggest chal-
lenges for smart home IoT technology. Embedded within the
highly private context of the home, these devices gain access
to some of the most sensitive aspects of people’s lives and
are capable of capturing large volumes of data from which be-
haviours and preferences can be inferred, stored, and exploited
by manufacturers for purposes such as advertising and profiling.
Unfortunately, these threats are not merely hypothetical; the
prevailing model of surveillance capitalism [1] adopted by the
technology industry has meant that most digital services, apps,
and devices are designed out-of-the-box to maximise the poten-
tial for personal data exploitation at the cost of user privacy [2].

Many within the privacy community see this as a problem
requiring an immediate solution. The most ardent privacy ad-
vocates propose eschewing smart devices entirely in favour of
‘traditional’, disconnected devices. However, such a strategy
precludes use of many devices that can significantly improve
people’s lives by making their homes more safe, secure, and
energy-efficient. Thus, other strategies are needed: ones which
permit the use of home IoT devices without forfeiting one’s
own privacy.

One such approach has been to only allow IoT devices designed
to respect their users’ privacy, or at least to follow principles
and guidelines such as Privacy by Design [3] or, more recently,
Data Protection by Design and Default [4]. These guidelines
specify at a high-level how data should be handled and used by

such devices, including specific recommendations such as data
minimisation1. When followed, these principles go far to curtail
the ancillary data capture activities that pose the greatest threats
to users’ privacy. Unfortunately, few (if any) devices have
emerged that adhere these principles, and so the impact thus far
has been negligible. Another has been the creation of consumer
advice guides, in which experts review data handling practices
of devices to assess the relative risk(s) that each might pose. An
example of such a guide is Mozilla’s Privacy Not Included [6],
which, like earlier projects such as ToSDR: Terms of Service
Didn’t Read [7], interprets privacy policies and provides an easy-
to-understand, visual breakdown of the practices described in
each device’s privacy policy.

While a guide-based approach provides users with important
information when choosing a device for their home, the po-
tential value they provide is somewhat limited. Firstly, these
guides are primarily based on what devices are said to do—
that is, how they are described by the manufacturer—rather
than on an actual analysis (e.g. through reverse engineering
or operational analysis) of the device in question. This means
that discrepancies, intentional or not, between the actual and
reported operation of the device will not be known to potential
users. The second problem is that these characterisations are
static and not made with reference to specific configurations or
firmware versions of the device—changes to which can lead
to considerably different levels of privacy risk. Finally, many

1 The requirement for devices to only capture, store, and use data in ways
that directly support core functionality [5].
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smart home devices function as “platforms” for other software,
such as apps for smart TVs and skills for voice assistants, but
the risks that third party software could introduce to these de-
vices are not reflected in privacy guides as they often review
unmodified version of the underlying system.

Thus, these four strategies highlight a need to suitably address
the privacy risks posed by smart devices, especially those that
change dynamically between configurations and over time. So
how can users become better informed about how their devices
operate in order to become empowered to make ‘good’ privacy-
related decisions?

In this paper, we describe IoT Refine, a system that aims to
give smart home users a high-level understanding of how their
devices are sharing data with companies, as well as to start to
understand for what purposes their data are being used. IoT
Refine is adapted from earlier work on X-Ray Refine, a system
designed to help people understand and “refine” their exposure
to third party data collection via smartphone apps [8]. Unlike
X-Ray Refine, IoT Refine is as an ambient situational aware-
ness display, designed to operate continuously within a home
setting. It is designed to work with a user’s broadband router,
and requires no configuration, operating purely by inspecting
network traffic passing through the router from the home to the
Internet and vice versa. In the following sections we describe
IoT Refine, including ongoing and future work.

2 Background

Individuals’ concerns about the collection and use of their per-
sonal information predate the era of the smart home. The notion
of privacy as autonomy over what information is communi-
cated, by whom, and when, was articulated by Alan Westin
at the dawn of the digital computing era [9]. This work has
exerted a strong and lasting influence over the design of privacy
tools and interfaces which seek to set and enforce end-user
preferences and rules. Alternative conceptions of privacy as
a dynamic process of boundary negotiation [10, 11, 12], have
also inspired contextually-aware design patterns for HCI [13]
and cautioned against treating privacy preferences as persistent
and universal [14, 15].

Recent studies in understanding the factors that influence indi-
viduals’ willingness to share information have found a multitude
of factors that relate not just to facts about the data and their
handling, but to many personal factors around individuals and
their situations. While the former include what data are dis-
closed, how long they are retained, and how they are used, the
latter include personal experiences, cultural norms, understand-
ing of risks, and even exposure to recent news articles about
high-profile privacy violations (such as data breaches) [16, 17].
Other studies that have found the seemingly contradictory or
paradoxical nature of privacy preferences have concluded that
such incongruities may at least be partially explained by com-
peting personal and situational factors [15, 8].

In light of the complex and personal nature of privacy prefer-

ences, many privacy researchers have turned away from sys-
tems that enforce normative privacy policies, towards those
that seek to empower people to form and act upon their own
priorities. Towards this end, Privacy Leaks by Balebako et
al. revealed how personally identifying information (PII) was
shared between apps and third parties [18], finding that users
were particularly interested in surprising and unfamiliar des-
tinations. Inspired by this work, we designed a visualisation
called Data Controller Indicators, and ran a study that found
that showing end-users information flows from apps to first and
third parties allowed them to make more considered, informed,
and consistent choices between smartphone apps [19].

Both Privacy Leaks and Data Controller Indicators provided
highly granular and detailed information about individual apps
and data sharing activities. While this detail might be useful for
making a specific decision—such as deciding between similar
apps or devices—it made it difficult for users to understand, at
a high level, how their data were being processed, the purposes
it was being used for, and with whom it was being shared. With
this in mind, we designed X-Ray Refine, a visualisation aimed
at allowing end-users to refine their existing data exposure to
both first and third parties by giving them a high level overview
of their data exposure. X-Ray Refine was made possible by
creating data disclosure models of over 1 million Android apps
using a static code analysis process [8].

2.1 Energy disaggregators

Another kind of system with similar goals to IoT Refine—to em-
power inhabitants of smart homes with useful information for
making better-informed decisions—are energy meters. Specifi-
cally, visualisations of electricity consumption known as energy
disaggregators have sought to provide end-user inhabitants
with more relevant detail than standard smart meter energy-
consumption displays that depict consumption totals in aggre-
gate. Energy disaggregators, as their name suggests, instead
provide a per-device breakdown of energy consumption, often
accompanied trend analysis such as how specific devices are
used throughout the day.

This relatively simple conceptual change has been seen as im-
mensely empowering for end-users, allowing people to more
easily identify opportunities for energy savings, such as by iden-
tifying the worst energy ‘offenders’ and providing opportunities
to reschedule certain activities to off-peak times [20].

3 IoT Refine in Detail

The following section describes the design of IoT Refine, in-
cluding its architectural and visualisation components.

3.1 Data Architecture: Monitoring Data Flows To and From
the Home

At a high level, IoT Refine could be considered a network
traffic analyser for non-experts. It works by performing shallow
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Fig. 1: Use within the smart home - IoT Refine works with
the home’s residential gateway to intercept traffic pass-
ing form the home to the external Internet.

packet inspection [21] on all traffic passing into and out of
the home via the residential home gateway. As can be seen
in Figure 1, all traffic through the router passes on to its usual
destinations; therefore IoT Refine is a passive observer rather
than a firewall. As it observes packets, IoT Refine intercepts and
records the data in a relational database, as shown in Figure 2.

This database keeps an indefinite history of all packets that have
passed through the router. Since this history can be extremely
large, only a small amount of data is stored per packet: source
and destination IP addresses, MAC address of the local device,
timestamp, packet length, and protocol.

As packet signatures are captured, a separate process performs
data enrichment, identifying any new sources and destinations
in incoming packet signatures. For sources and destinations
representing local devices, the process attempts to identify what
kind of device it is (using MAC address vendor resolution),
adding it to the devices table in the database. (This table can
be updated later by the user to assign user-friendly names to
devices.)

For external sources and destinations, the enrichment pro-
cess does two things: it attempts to identify the data con-
troller (e.g. organisation, company, or owner) using WHOIS
lookups [22] of the IP address, and, secondly, its geographic
location/jurisdiction, through GeoIP resolution [23]. The main
goal of this is to abstract the data to a level more closely with
the logical entities that people reason with; that is, users are
likely to care much more about the companies receiving their
data than the specific endpoints that their traffic is going to. Ge-
ographic destinations and jurisdictions may help end-users to
understand if they have jurisdictional data rights under regional
data protection schemes.

3.2 Front-end Visualisation

The front-end of IoT Refine comprises three sub-displays con-
taining the following visualisations:

1. Exposure per company - indicates how much data has been
sent by devices to each company in a coloured stacked bar

chart sorted by companies from those receiving the most
data to the least, with each stack representing a distinct
device (see Figure 3).

2. Geographic destinations - comprises a world map with
all geo-resolved destinations of data and indicators sized
proportional to how much data each has received (see
Figure 4).

3. Jurisdictions - consists of a stacked bar chart indicating the
jurisdictions within which the destination of traffic falls,
sorted by from most to least traffic volume (see Figure 4).

Together, these displays collectively display how much data
has been exchanged between specific devices and particular
companies, and the location(s) within which the endpoints fall.
All visualisations are updated from a single data model, which
is, in turn, updated in real-time through an event stream posted
by the back-end.

The interface is designed, by default, to show the total data
exchanged over the past 24 hours; however, this can be interac-
tively changed to shorter intervals (e.g. past hour, or past week).
This will be extended to support arbitrary time-based queries
and interactive scrubbing (described in Future Work).

4 Evaluation and Future Work
The IoT Refine prototype was developed and iteratively usabil-
ity tested with discount usability heuristic evaluation methods
with researchers in the lab. It was then installed in a proto-
type smart home testbed known as Barratt House at the UK’s
Building Research Establishment, as shown in Figure 5.

There are plans to extend IoT Refine in three key areas. The first
pertains to greatly enhancing the front-end to support additional
sensemaking and exploratory data analysis. The second planned
set of work pertains to extending the analytical capabilities of
the back-end, while the third consists of a field study of IoT
Refine.

4.1 Sensemaking support

In its current state, IoT Refine is designed as a largely non-
interactive ambient display. However, preliminary user testing
showed that people who saw the display were often interested
in finding out more about specific aspects of what they saw in
the visualisation.

Thus, we intend to add functionality to the front end to support
this exploratory data analysis [24] and sensemaking [25]. We
have written previously on how the formation of privacy prefer-
ences by individuals could be seen as a sensemaking process,
suggesting the potential for sensemaking interfaces for support-
ing the formation of privacy preferences [26]. To this end we
think it would be useful to support exploration by porting the
company view-facilities from X-Ray Refine, making it possible
to select the name of a company to find out associated juris-
dictions, endpoints, and disclosures. Additionally, we wish to
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Fig. 2: Detailed Architecture and Data Flow - IoT Refine follows a capture ⇒ categorise ⇒ process flow. Metadata about
network traffic passing through the built in WiFi hotspot are captured using Tshark (the command line component of
Wireshark), before being stored in a PostgreSQL database. In the categorisation phase, company ownership and geographic
location is retrieved and stored for each observed IP address. As a final step, standing queries/views on the database and
notification change triggers provide the IoT Refine front-end (an Angular and D3 Javascript app) with real time updates to
be rendered.

Fig. 3: Traffic Flows in IoT Refine, sorted by company
Fig. 4: Traffic Flows in IoT Refine, sorted by country
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Fig. 5: IoT Refine installed at a Smart Home testbed - IoT
Refine was installed as the world’s first smart home
privacy network disaggregator in Barratt House, a smart
home testbed at the Building Research Establishment
(BRE) in Watford, UK.

explore the use of statistical trends at various temporal scales
such as to bring greater interpretability to disclosure patterns,
such as being able to easily see the effects of software updates
or the use of specific features.

4.2 Back-end analytical capability

To support sensemaking on the front end, one would ideally be
able to allow users to “see” what data was disclosed by each
device to each destination. However, due to the fact that many
devices (fortunately) send their traffic end-to-end encrypted, it is
impossible to simply capture and read the contents of the packet.
We have demonstrated, however, that pattern-analysis of packet
metadata alone can reveal more about about the data being
disclosed. For instance, informal experiments we ran revealed
that supervised machine learning techniques can be used to
identify device behaviours, from voice assistants retrieving
weather reports to light bulbs being switched on.

4.3 Evaluation and use as experimental testbed

Ultimately, the test of whether the approach taken in IoT Refine
does help to alleviate smart home privacy concerns for users
will require evaluating it in the field with real users and homes.
We plan on using IoT Refine as a technology probe [27] with
the aim of understanding the potential for user-empowering
interfaces like it, as well as inherent challenges, through field-
testing with families starting the second quarter of 2019.

5 Conclusions

The challenge of helping end-users stay in control of their
privacy in the smart home is one the greatest, due to both
the ever-expanding capabilities of these devices as well as the
sensitive nature of the home as a private space. In this paper
we have described IoT Refine, a prototype privacy network
disaggregator for smart homes that aims to help people become

more aware of how the devices in their home are sending and
receiving data. Whilst some devices are designed to talk only
to their manufacturers, many others contain third party libraries
which disclose data directly from devices to third parties. It
is for this latter kind of device that IoT Refine will provide
the greatest benefit, by identifying such disclosure activities
directly in an easy-to-read display.

We have demonstrated the potential uses for this type of basic
disaggregator, as well as how one can feasibly be built today.
Although informal, the user tests conducted to date indicate
that the information displayed by IoT Refine is both interesting
and much-needed—users feel woefully uninformed about the
data handling practices of their devices. We have briefly out-
lined plans on how we wish to continue this work, developing
IoT Refine into a fully-fledged sensemaking tool, as well as
completing a formal evaluation of its use in the field. Finally,
the full source code and documentation for IoT Refine is made
available under an open source license, with the aim of helping
privacy researchers and enthusiasts alike2.
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